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Life-Enriching Experiences

Calling Sedona the most beautiful place on Earth isn’t a stretch of the imagination. With scenery that steals your breath and feeds the soul, it’s a place that fosters an intimate connection — to nature, to oneself, and to each other — through nourishing experiences that enrich lives and renew spirits.

Here, you can get back to what’s real and meaningful. And receive precisely what you need to grow and connect, in ways perhaps you haven’t even thought of yet. Only at L’Auberge de Sedona.

Soak in the spiritual and cultural benefits of daily guest activities focusing on metaphysically immersive classes and curated art experiences while gaining a better understanding about the nature of the world and what it means to inhabit it. 

View Property Map      View Photo & Video Gallery
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Artist Connections

Stroll through our natural gallery or interact with local artists as they work on their current pieces. Admire how each artist focuses on their unique mediums including painting and sculpting masterpieces.




 
Explore Gallery
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Uniquely L’Auberge

Experience the timeless traditions of L’Auberge – feed our resident ducks on Duck Beach and enjoy stargazing in our dark sky town.
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Metaphysical Experiences

Through these unique experiences, learn to harness and explore your own metaphysical power through intriguing masterclasses taught by Sedona experts.




 
Learn More
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Outdoor Activities
Learn More
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Grand Canyon
Learn More
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Natural Healing
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Holistic Experiences
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Special Offers & Packages
Learn More
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Discover Sedona

An area as magical as its rocks are red, Sedona provides a scenic and energetic getaway for those traveling from near and far. Tour L’Auberge de Sedona’s spectacular surroundings via hot air balloon, jeep, or helicopter. Visit renowned galleries and hike some of the most breathtaking trails you’ve ever seen.

 
Start Exploring
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La Galerie Art Program

Immerse yourself in the Sedona art scene without even leaving the property. Our La Galerie program features exclusive art events, onsite collections, and much more.


 
Learn More

 









The L’Auberge Blog

A collection of stories and everyday happenings in and around L’Auberge de Sedona
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6 Reasons to Spring in Sedona

With spring in bloom, Sedona and L’Auberge offer a variety of opportunities for equal parts relaxation and discovery. Unwind at the spa with signature treatments, dine along the banks of Oak Creek, meander through gardens and local art installations – the possibilities are endless.
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40th Anniversary It List

L’Auberge de Sedona is celebrating our 40th anniversary in 2024! As part of our festive programming, guests of the resort can explore the expansive property with the L’Auberge It List, carefully curated with 40 on-property experiences.
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Replenish with Retrograde Reset

Even if you aren’t a fan of horoscopes and astrology, you’re likely familiar with Mercury retrograde – thought to affect communication and technology, it’s a time that can leave you feeling frazzled, frustrated or confused. Thankfully L’Auberge de Sedona offers guests the ultimate getaway during this tumultuous time in the universe.




 
Continue Reading
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The $40,000 Anniversary Package

For those seeking the ultimate in luxury for their own anniversary or just because, the lavish $40,000 Anniversary Package, features a three-night stay in the luxurious five-bedroom Creekhouse and a collection of bespoke amenities and experiences.




 
Contact to Book Now

Learn More
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The Celebration Package

As part of our 40th Anniversary offerings, experience an intimate celebration for two with a 3-night stay in a cottage embellished with festive touches. Then partake in an intimate 3-course, custom tasting menu dinner served in your cottage. Delight in memories created for years to come.




 
Book Offer

Learn More
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The L’Anniversaire Package

Share in our 40th Anniversary festivities with a 2-night stay, $40 dining credit, $40 retail credit, welcome amenities and gifts.




 
Book Offer

Learn More
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Nourishing ConnectionsSign up for our newsletter and be the first to know about the latest news, special offers, and upcoming events at L’Auberge de Sedona.
 

Join
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301 L'Auberge Lane

Sedona, AZ 86336
	(855) 905-5745
	[email protected]
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Voted #1 Hotel in the Southwest and West in the Conde Nast Readers’ Choice Awards 2023






Read More 















